
GURU GOBIND SINGH COLLEGE SANGHERA (BARNALA) 

 7.2.1 Institutional Best Practices  

BEST PRACTICE: 1  

Title of the practice-Specific Efforts by NCC unit for societal betterment. 

Context-NCC a co-curricular activity targets at forging character, 

comradeship, discipline, the spirit of adventure, secular outlook and ideals of 

selfless service to create a consortium of trained organized and motivated 

youth in all spheres of life. 

Objectives - Activities of NCC are guided by certain core values that we strive 

to instill among cadets. 

To awaken the patriotic commitment for national betterment. 

Tolerance for religious, lingual cultural, habitual, class diversities. 

Practice- Enrolment of NCC is done at the commencement of the session. 

Weekly classes, parade at collage and periodical camps help them to have a 

sophisticated outlook. Various camps outside and inside the collage with sole 

purpose of holistic development of cadets are organized.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Furthermore numerous social activities viz. tree plantation drives, blood 

donation camps etc. are organized to create a socially responsible human 

being. 

Evidence of success- Characteristics such as self discipline, punctuality, 

leadership, comradeship, communication skill, honesty etc. are observed 

among students.  

Problems encountered and resources required- Economical downturn is a 

barrier because students from working class can’t devote extra time for NCC. 

Hard training is another factor effecting the drop out ratio.  

 

 

 



GURU GOBIND SINGH COLLEGE SANGHERA (BARNALA) 

 7.2.1 Institutional Best Practices  

BEST PRACTICE: 2 

Title of the Practice-Environment consciousness and green campus 

initiatives 

Objective- 

 Dispersion of environment literacy 

 Adequate energy utilization. 

 Infusion the green protocol to erect eco-friendly campus. 

 Efficient waste management 

Context- Natural location offers the collage countless opportunities to 

enhance eco-friendly practices at the campus. In contemporary scenario of 

rising climate crisis, it is considered the paramount duty of institution to 

develop its high standards for environment friendliness. 

Practice- College constantly endeavors to promote green campus campaign 

for sustainable and eco-friendly atmosphere. In addition, various green 

campus campaigns & initiatives viz. no stubble-burning rally, tree 

plantation drives, NSS 7days camp etc. are conducted perpetually. 

Evidence of success- Enriched flora and fauna resulted in the transformation 

of campus into an eco-friendly one. Plastic ban, restricted automobiles 

entry, environmental sustainable development programs has made collage 

fully pollution free. Various seminars, workshops lectures made students 

aware of environmental issues and raised their active participation to find 

solutions.  

Problems encountered and resources required - It is very difficult to 

convince people regarding degradable environment practices and their 

awful consequences. Door to door, awareness campaign is time consuming. 

Lack of financial resources is another factor affecting the campaign. 

 


